
Release Notes: Atlas Chiropractic System Update v5.40

Version: 5.40

What’s New

New option added to Security Settings to lock SOAP notes as required

Changes are allowed on the date of entry

Changes made after this will be added as an additional note with the date and initials

Birthdate added to Print Only Superbill statement

Additional instructions added to provider hours, exception hours, and vacation setup for Atlas Hub users

Journal Detail report now allows for multiple days with a warning that the report is large

New specialized statement format BA which limits the statement to a single transaction (for use with numbered statements when 

required by local requirements)

New option to use only patient IDs rather than names in the Journal Summary Report to address patient privacy concerns

What’s Fixed

Updated grouping on default insurance forms to sort insurance by company, provider, then alphabetical by patient name (last, first)

Expanded Care tab counts to fit larger plans

Corrected duplication of translations to reduce time spent error-scanning “strings”

Updated logging of patient phone changes to simplify link with Conversations

Reviewed and updated method used for formatting dates verifying scope, accuracy, and efficiency

Added Message to user when attempting to Update when not subscribed to updates

Reworked the deletion of Pitstops to avoid errors when deleting multiple pitstops

Changed date line used when processing US EOB files to ensure service/claim date is displayed rather than submission date

Modified logging for OpenEdge payments to ensure follow on transactions (ex Refunds) have no problems locating the original 

transaction

Corrected issue preventing the family queue from appearing when families are posted on the VTC

Modified provider headers on statements when not grouping or separating providers 

Insurance plan screen refreshes after adding services and inventory when selecting from list

Ensure coverage clears when reverting/cancelling while adding a new insurance file to a patient

Print preview bypassed when using the statement as a receipt from the transaction screen

Clicking revert when adding a new insurance plan setup to an insurance company properly displays the las plan for that insurance 

company

Services and Inventory can be added to the plan by selecting the category and only those with CPT codes will be added

Ensured last 4 digits are stored when possible for display on cash detail reports

Ensure room status is only being changed and patients assigned when pro_id is set

The find button on the Patient Insurance screen no longer hides the other navigation buttons when clicked

Moved the save pages option in the image capture screen down by the save button to increase clarity and ease of use

Changed how the insurance effective date is updated to improve consistency and efficiency

How do I know which version I am running?

Check the title bar in your Atlas Software. The title bar displays the Atlas Chiropractic Software name, the Current Logged In Atlas 

User, the Current Logged in Windows (Computer) User and the current Program (P) and Database (D) version number.



Updated email failure logging to prevent excess logging when attended where appropriate

Improved speed and efficiency when searching by patient ID

Added support for inactive services in service groups to prevent logged error

Corrected label meant to display appointment type under the patient name in the on screen queue at the VTC

Increased efficiency when reloading the appointment booking screen when rescheduling an appointment from the appointment booking 

screen

Corrected typo when checking for articles for an individual patient

Sticky Notes attached to patient files update their title to reflect changes to the patient name

Modifications to made to speed up loading of patient files with large histories on CHAS

 

Customer Support:

Atlas Support personnel are trained specifically on the Atlas Chiropractic Software. On occasion, they are able to assist with general computer support (networking, 
antivirus, and configuration). Atlas recommends that issues outside of the scope of Atlas Support be directed to the appropriate Support professional. A qualified, 
onsite IT technician can provide you with the most accurate information to resolve your Technical Issues. Atlas Support may be able to assist your technician in 
resolving issues regarding your Operating System or System Maintenance, to help facilitate the proper function of Atlas.

Support Contact Information:

Mon-Thur: 8am to 7:30pm EST Fri: 8am to 4:30pm EST

Phone: 1-866-76ATLAS (2-8527)

Fax: 1-226-315-1900

Email: support@atlaschirosys.com

Copyright / Trademark: This manual is designed to explain the features and functions of the Atlas Chiropractic Software, Generation 3. There are some features or 
functions that will not be available to Generation 1 customers.

Atlas Chiropractic System reserves the right to make changes or amendments to the User Manual at any time without obligation to notify users of such changes. 
Due to these changes, Atlas does not guarantee the accuracy of the information.

The trademarks mentioned in this document are the property of their respective owners. Complying with copyright and software licensing laws is the responsibility 
of the end-user.
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